
With a background as a professional cricketer – it is fair to say that Graeme is – by nature 
– a highly competitive person. Following his retirement for First Class Cricket as an 
Opening Batsman for Victoria… Graeme sought a challenging and competitive career to 
fill the void that professional sport had held for him until then.

“I’m the last person on the planet that thought I would end up working in finance,” said 
Graeme.

“But having worked as a Mortgage Broker for more than 10 years now… I can absolutely 
say that I love the industry and what it brings to the table…

“We have a lot of fun doing what we do and are very proud of the outstanding results 
that we achieve for our clients… but in the same breath… we recognise purchasing a 
property, refinancing or selling your own property are profoundly important decisions… 
and can be a stressful time for our clients… We “get” this… and having worked through 
all of these scenarios we know how to help our clients to ensure their journey is success-
ful… profitable… and as stress-free as possible.
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If you could live anywhere – where would it be?
Tough one – somewhere where there’s plenty of sun! Tahiti, Italy or Queensland would be in the mix.

What motivates you to work hard?
By nature I’m ridiculously competitive – so I love competing for my clients against the banks to get them a great 
deal. I know it sounds corny but I love what I do so putting in the long hours doesn’t bother me.

What is your proudest accomplishment?
Starting AlphaLoan took a massive leap of courage so I’d have to say that first and foremost. 
Playing cricket for Victoria was something I’ll treasure forever too.

What hobbies do you enjoy?
Golf and Surfing – although I absolutely suck at both – it’s pathetic!

Favourite Super-hero?
Iron-Man

What makes you happiest?
My beautiful daughter Eden… my family… and my friends. I love just being 
with them…Simple things like sitting around talking over a drink or BBQ… 
that’s all I need.
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“Our clients are generally time poor… who seek impartial and expert advice… and my role is to ‘Coach’ them through the 
process so that their confusion is replaced with confidence… and clarity.

“We follow rigorous processes and provide a highly-specialised, expert and personalised service that sets us apart from the rest.

“This is not a “9 to 5” job… and as they say… there is never a traffic-jam when you go the Extra-Mile… which is exactly what we 
do for each and every one of our clients to ensure they get a GREAT result,” said Graeme.


